
FAQ: Franklin @ Alma move to Jordan location

Q: What is the reasoning behind the move?
A: The reason behind moving Alma to Jordan is so that more students who want to attend, can attend.
Currently there is no more classroom space at Alma because the campus is shared with the Eagleridge
program. The Jordan campus will be solely dedicated to our Franklin program with the addition of two district
preschool programs. Franklin will gain classroom space and playground field space by moving to Jordan. It will
also allow Franklin to utilize the additional teacher allotments it has received, but been unable to use due to
lack of space.

Q: Will the current Franklin @ Alma teachers move to the Jordan campus?
A: Yes, all current Franklin @ Alma teachers will be given the opportunity to move to the Jordan campus.

Q: Will you close the Alma campus?
A: The Alma campus will not be closing. The Eagleride program will continue at Alma and they need the fields
and playground space to stay because the students use them during the week. The playground space and
fields will continue to be open to the community in the evening and weekends.

Q: Will students be transported to the Jordan campus?
A: We will be working with transportation to create the appropriate bus routes to bus students to the Jordan
campus. For example, students currently living within walking distance to Alma, would have a bus to get to
Jordan. We will not know exact bus stops until we know where all the students that are attending the Jordan
campus live.

Q: Are there appropriate facilities/playgrounds at the Jordan location?
A: The Jordan campus was originally opened as a K-6 elementary campus and has playground space and
fields. There is a designated primary playground and intermediate playground. If we need to update the
playground equipment once it is assessed, we are prepared to update it.

Q: When can parents tour the Jordan campus?
A: We will look to find a date when we can hold an open house for parents to tour Jordan.

Q: When will Franklin be able to expand to K-8 on the new campus?
A: We will look for community input starting next year. If there is sufficient interest and demand we can look at
expanding to include 7th-grade in the 2024-25 school year and 8th-grade in the 2025-26 school year.

Q: Will there be an Xplore program at the Jordan location?
A: Xplore programs are always allocated by need and parent interest. With the current high interest/attendance
at the current Xplore program we anticipate having the program at the Jordan location.

Q: How will preschool enrollment work at the Jordan campus?
A: We will provide more information on the preschool program soon.

Q: Will current Franklin parents need to do anything different for enrollment at the Jordan Campus next year?
A: No, unless you choose not to enroll in Franklin on the Jordan campus you will follow the same procedures
that you would if the campus was not moving.

Presentation from parent meeting on Tuesday, January 17
Have more questions?  Please email Boundaries@mpsaz.org.
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